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the express version of the ide includes delphi, c++builder,
vcl components and firedac, but does not include any of the
other components. so if you want all of delphi, you have to

buy the full product, it seems. delphi itself is $us 129 for the
standard edition and $us 179 for the professional edition.

embarcadero has released delphi xe4, its suite of
development tools for windows, web and for the first time,
ios. ios support first appeared in an earlier release, but in
preview, and the current effort works using a new llvm-
based arm compiler so is somewhat unlike the preview.
individual products such as delphi xe4 are also available

separately. you can find some videos about tokyo's splash
mountains on youtube. not only is the front view

unobstructed, but i also see a shot from over the top of the
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splash mountain ride as well as several shots from the front
of the second drop down. another recent, related

development in the uk has been related to the gopherjs
project . gopherjs is an open source implementation of a

javascript interpreter that sits on top of google's v8
javascript engine. of course, there is nothing that stops

embarcadero from providing their own version of gopherjs,
although i cant be sure it would be open source, which may
be a requirement to some developers. while android is what
you might expect, ios is less so. it was a bit of a surprise to
find that the tokyo architect is also available for ios. yes,

you still need a mac, but there is no mention of a
requirement to purchase an apple developer license, just
some form of device. it really is a hybrid at this point, with
enough modernity to remind you that it is not the 90s, but

with enough traditional stuff to remind you that this is
radeons studio. 5ec8ef588b
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